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ABOUT THE BOOK

To put it in a nutshell, the book – Postgraduate Dermatology is an inspiring, complete, comprehensive and a crispy recipe book on dermatology for the postgraduate students- easy to digest, recall or ruminate to remember the subject.

This is just not an examination purpose notebook, but a collective wisdom of key academic opinion leaders bejeweled the extensive and priceless clinical arsenal of the authors.

KEY FEATURES

- With 15 sections and more than 180 chapters, the book covers all aspects of Dermatology including Clinical Dermatology, Sexually Transmitted Diseases, Leprosy, Procedural Dermatology, and Dermato-therapeutics.
- Written by more than 300 authors having impeccable credentials, the book is presented in lucid language with crisp information, algorithms, tables, diagrammatic representation and images in two volumes.
- Special attention has been paid to help examination going postgraduate students with emphasis on often repeated questions in postgraduate examination.
- Key points are summed at the end of each chapter for retention and easy re-call.

READERSHIP

- Postgraduate Students